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A variety of stupid stories that either me or me and my friends thought of while walking back from french
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1 - Stupid story sypmphony

Stupid story symphony!

The cat was on the window ledge

The cat was on the window ledge. It meowed then jumped off.

The End

The kid fell down

The kid was running. It fell down. It cried.

The end

The door opened Part I

The doorknob was turned. It opened. Everybody was happy.

The End

The Locker was locked Part I

The locker was stuck nobody knew why. What a mystery.

The end



The door opened Part II the door shut

After everybody left somebody shut the door. Everybody cried. It was sad.

The end

The Author wrote a book

The author wrote a book. She made a spadelling mistake. The readers were pissed.

The End

The mother had a daughter (suggested by Kathleen L.)

The mother had a daughter. She was crazy. The daughter's craziness made the mother crazy.

The end

The locker was locked part II

After examining the locker carefully someone noticed a lock. They turned the lock. The locker opened.
Everybody bowed down before the person who found the lock.

The end

The seed was planted Part I

Someone dug a hole and planted a seed. They watered it.



The end

The seed was planted Part II the plant grew

After days of watering the seed grew into a pretty flower.

The end

The seed was planted Part III the plant died

The flower began to sloop down. It died. It was sad and dramatic. We all miss the flower.

The end

The seed was planted Part IV the flower will return

In the summer the flower regrew. It was a miracle. Everybody was happy. They shed tears of joy.

The end

The Author Wrote a Book Part II She fixed it

The author fixed the spadelling mistake. The readers stopped throwing rotten tomatoes at her.

The end



The author write a book Part III After further notice

After looking closer at the book a reader found a spadelling spelling mistake and was forced to fix it
herself so the author would stop making spadelling spelling mistakes.

The end
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